
August Meeting (8/12/2019) 
 
Mistia Zuckerman, NSIDC (Chair) 
Jon Kofler, GMD (Secretary) 
Nathan Campbell (Main Campus) 
Dawn Umpleby, (Earth Lab) 
Adam Woods, (NCEI) 
Molly Hardman (East Campus) 
Michael Toy, (GSD) 
Candida Dewes, PSD (zoom) 
Aaron Sweeney, NCEI (zoom) 
Andrew Badger (Main Campus) 
Eric Adamson (SWPC) 
Paul Lotoanin (NCEI) 
Janice Bytheway (PSD) 
Ryan Cassotto (Main Campus) 
Gaby Petron (GMD) 
Location: The Taj 
Meeting called to order: 12:33 
 
1. Introductions 
Andrew Badgers last meeting Ryan Cassado attending to possibly become a CMC member. 
Janet Bytheway looking to take over Candida Dewes position. 
 
2. Waleed PI on proposals 
If you get a grant from NOAA, it does not show or give CIRES contributors recognition even if 
they fully write the proposal.  Paul Looamin is not listed as the PI even though he is.  At NSIDC 
the people who assembled the grant are given credit by (jay reeves) someone at their 
organization.  NOAA grants need to be a NOAA employee (because operational? Instead of 
research).  They are the final signature and their names are on the paperwork.  Gaby is a PI on 
a climate program office grant.  Under the cooperative agreement, it must be under Waleed's 
name.  Overhead is overlooked too for some of the grants.  We should bring this up with 
Waleed so that scientists can get recognition.  Could be part of cooperative agreement.  Nate, it 
has been brought up to him before.. It would be good to get a status update.  Action item: 
Paul and Mista put together a description of the problem and then send it to clusters or 
bring it to Christine.mis 
 
2. Christine Weidemeyer updating Career Tracks. 
Christine is rewriting career tracks, and wants to hire everyone as a RS1.  She is trying to create 
guidelines but is running into different requests from different groups.  Aaron.. If you are denied 



promotion there should be feedback as to why you don’t get a promotion. More than one person 
has been denied and no feedback was given as to why they were denied. 
Susan sullivan was going to get data about salaries.  Angela Knight will be at the next meeting. 
Action item: Mistia will send something out after this meeting for us to create a list of 
questions or discussion items for the next meeting when Angela Knight is here. 
 
3. Leave take out of current grant 
See summary 
Nate: CU takes overhead.  The overhead could be used to cover leave or sick leave.  Now that 
there is paid maternity leave, the maternity leave will come out of grant.  LASP charges a higher 
overhead LASP 59%, CIRES 51%.  Talk to office of contracts and grants, or HR.  How did Ed 
pursue. Nate, maybe finance could take it up?   Action item: Mistia will talk Ted and 
Christine 
 
4. Need Mentoring Program Chair 
 
 
5.  Old business 
Rendezvous: Survey had only 2 responses.  One person didn’t like the tent.  One person said 
they didn't like the day of the week and wished there were more posters.  
Discussion of alternate locations where there may be more space for posters.  The Millenium is 
too small.  Center green ncar?  Discussion of middle of the week instead of Friday but no 
conclusion.  Discussion of alternating time at posters to allow poster hosters to have viewing 
time as well.  Possible methods:  Animal groups or even/odd poster numbers having different 
hosting/viewing times. 
CMC website: We need more success stories about the CMC because it was lost with the old 
website.  Nate says the old website information is still available and can be resurrected.  
Breast Milk shipping travel reimbursement: Mother shipping breast milk.  Haven’t heard back 
from her.  We needed something in writing to move forward with it. 
Housing.  Mistia knows of someone in infrastructure who is responsible for south campus 
development and will talk with her 
 
 
Meeting Adjourned 13:50 
 
 


